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Clear that final USMLE hurdle with confidence! Bestselling review author Dr. Ted O’Connell
prepares you for every aspect of the challenging USMLE Step 3 exam with questions and
concise answers designed for today’s residents. Following the popular, time-tested Secrets
Series® format, this enjoyable, easy-to-read book is extremely effective for ensuring success on
one of the most important exams you’ll take in your medical career.Get the most out of your
study time with a concise, integrated, clinical overview of Step 3 content, perfect for a refresher
and practical preparation for this high-stakes, vignette-style exam.Benefit from the highly
engaging Q&A format that interactively reviews your knowledge of diagnosis, treatment, and
management of common disorders.Carry it with you and study at your convenience – anytime,
anywhere.Tap into the knowledge and experience of co-authors who have all scored extremely
well on all steps of the USMLE.Zero in on key information with figures, tables, and summary
boxes that provide a concise visual overview of important board-relevant content.Apply tips,
memory aids, and "secrets" gathered by Dr. O’Connell and used by students to pass the boards.

About the AuthorDr. Ted O'Connell is a family physician, educator, author, innovator, and
speaker. He served as the founding director of Kaiser Permanente’s Napa-Solano family
medicine residency program and serves as a clinical professor for UC San Francisco, UC Davis,
and Drexel University’s schools of medicine. He also founded Kaiser’s community medicine and
global health fellowship. has authored or edited over a dozen textbooks, written numerous
textbook chapters and peer-reviewed journal articles. Among his most notable are USMLE Step
2 Secrets, USMLE Step 3 Secrets, Crush Step 1, and the Instant Workups series of books. He is
the Editor-In-Chief for Elsevier’s Clinical Key Meded education platform.
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Pocket Medicine: The Massachusetts General Hospital Handbook of Internal Medicine



Ebook Library Reader, “Great Book for your White Coat Pocket. Pros:-Great size, fits right in
your white coat pocket.-High yield basic info to build your foundation.-You won't look like a bored
med student scrolling fb even though you're doing questions or flashcards (the main reason I got
it)-In fact, you will look like a studious, hardworking med student.-It can also fit in your back
pocket in your jeans/slacks so its great for some on the go reading.Cons:-Print is a little too small
for my taste-Not comprehensive enough for actual board prep. But enough for a solid foundation
to build on.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very good study book. Very good study book. It is sized to be able to
keep on hand for any down time reading. I am a Med/Psych resident and when i switch back
from psychiatry into medicine this is the quick review i use to get me back up to speed. The
format is simple. It presents information in a "if patient A has this what two things could it be."
With a following explanation. Short quick guide. It will not go in depth about the material but a
good refresher course if you are about to hit a rotation you have not been on in a while.”

Gavril, “Good but needs updated. A well designed book with great information. It does however
need to be updated.  A great source but find a more recent publication for step 3 review in 2018”

memo, “Preparing without much time. If you are familiar with the Step 1,2 Secrets, you will be
happy to know that this one is Exactly What You Would Expect!Good book overall.”

Dr. Abe, “Excellent / Very Concise High Yield material!. Looking and studying the cases allowed
me to get the comprehension I needed to focus my studying, then referring to the concentrated
text brought everything together! The key in a sense is working backward. I would respectfully
suggest that the next edition be published this way: Cases 1st, then the text next!”

      , “Recommend. Arrives in plastic and great condition!”

Donald, “Four Stars. I passed my board exam, so I guess it helped some.”

Sung Yoo, “Four Stars. it's a small book but pretty comprehensive as it is written in very small
fonts. Like it so far.”

Daily shopper, “Good for exam. Good one.made my exam more easy. However it could not be
usedd as a sole one. Use it as an option”

The book by Carla Mooney has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 122 people have provided feedback.
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